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vice city receives the best graphics for the pc platform, by far, bringing the experience
more up to date with the era that its running in. the graphics are fantastic, and should

satisfy even the most demanding of people. if you're tired of gta iii-style 3d graphics, you'll
be happy with vice city. the missions also feature very well-made cutscenes. sound quality

is top notch too. boss battles are still underwhelming, but this is a departure from the
previous games. overall, vice city is great. you can tell that the team spent a long time

perfecting the game. in a time where cars are going out of style, the open-world pc
gameplay is the thing to get: no more restricted driving and minigame sections, just a huge
world you can drive and shoot in for as long as you want. the missions even give you replay

value because they're so varied. as well, the game features a boat, which lets you travel
long distances with ease and high speed. the gameplay is also more fast-paced, which is

made possible by the powerful weapons you get during missions, such as machine guns. a
sequel to the original grand theft auto released in 2001, grand theft auto: vice city was one

of the most well received games on the original playstation, helping to build up the
rockstar brand that would later become synonymous with the series. while it didn't make a
huge impact at the time, it's since come to be regarded as one of the best grand theft auto

games ever released. driving across miami, you will notice the wall of thunderstorms
surging towards you in succession. you will soon find out that the wall is meant to keep the

ominous and annoying flying cars out of your city, but as a driver, you can simply drive
right through the walls without any worry. there is plenty of ways to get in and out of the

city, and you can enjoy the time you have spent living in this beautiful island.
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